
 

Hi Team Bennet! 
 
The starting line is finally here, and we couldn’t have made it to this point without your 
continued and generous support.  
 
Today is the Iowa Caucus, and in just over one week, New Hampshire voters will head to the polls, 
so we wanted to take a moment to talk about how we got here and what comes next: 
 
Although there’s a lot to like about the caucuses, such as the opportunity they present to 
participate directly in our democracy, the truth is it takes tens of millions of dollars to compete in 
them. So we turned our sights to New Hampshire—a state with an open primary, where Democrats 
and Independents vote, that cares deeply about in-person, house-party-style politics. Our town hall 
approach is working, and as Chuck Todd told Michael this morning on MSNBC, “Town hall 
candidates have been rewarded in the past in New Hampshire.”  
 
From new endorsements to larger crowds, on the ground and in the polls, we are seeing our 
momentum build in the Granite State — especially in the past few weeks. Now is the time to triple 
down, because we cannot come up flat after making it so far. 
 
More than half of New Hampshire voters are still undecided with a week to go, because they don’t 
think the frontrunners can succeed. To win in 2020, we know we have to ignite our base, win back 
the places we lost in 2016, and — most importantly — nominate a candidate who can actually 
defeat Donald Trump and win down ballot races. Bernie is not that candidate. Michael is.  
 
So it’s now or never. The most important thing you can do right now is help us keep our two 
new TV ads on the air. They just launched last week and make the case we all know that Michael is 
the only candidate who can beat Trump in 2020. We need your help now to make sure every 
undecided voter sees them. 
 
In “ The Real Deal,” Michael makes his final pitch to New Hampshire voters ahead of the First in 
the Nation primary. He demonstrates—through his experience, agenda, and generation—why he is 
the best candidate to beat Donald Trump and start governing the country again. This ad will air on 
the night of the next debate. 

 

 
 

In “ 55 ,” we highlight James Carville’s recent comments that, “If Michael Bennet is the 
Democratic nominee, you’re going to get 55% of the popular vote and pick up 55 Senate seats, and 
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it will be the end of Trumpism.” This ad will air on the night of the State of the Union, and it will be a 
reminder of how much is at stake in this election and why Michael is the best candidate to beat 
Donald Trump—the number one thing voters are worried about ahead of the primary. 
 

 
 
We also announced that Carville will join Michael in New Hampshire for a pre-primary rally on 
Saturday at 3:30pm in Manchester. If you’ll be in town, sign up to join us here. 
 

ON THE ROAD 
 

 
 
While other candidates have shied away from answering questions, Michael has made speaking 
directly to voters the cornerstone of his final push in New Hampshire. This past weekend, Michael 
traveled from town to town throughout the state, sharing his vision for the nation, answering 
countless unscreened questions, and working to earn Granite Staters’ votes. 
 
With stops in Merrimack , Dover , Concord , and Dublin this weekend, Michael has now completed 
46 of the 50 town halls he pledged to complete in the final 10 weeks before the New 
Hampshire Primary!  He’ll return to New Hampshire tonight—following impeachment duties—to 
hold town hall number 47 and hit the final goal later this week. 
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While Michael was in Washington, Susan filled in for him in New Hampshire, meeting with voters 
and making the case for Michael’s ability to win tough races in purple swing states. Susan reported 
that from Peterborough, to Salem, to Hooksett, Granite Staters are looking for an agenda, like The 
Real Deal, that will beat Donald Trump and move our country forward. 
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT 
 
Bennet for America has released 14 new ads in its “ Just the Truth” digital series in New Hampshire 
over the past month to share Michael’s personal story, experiences in leadership and service, and 
motivations underlying his run for president with voters as they begin to make their final decisions.  
 
The ads range from Michael’s unique family story as the son of a Holocaust survivor and a 
Mayflower descendant, to how his experience as superintendent of the Denver Public Schools has 
informed his Real Deal agenda to make progress for the next generation. 
 
You can see the whole series here and share with friends so they can learn more about Michael! 
 

IN THE NEWS 
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Supporters in New Hampshire and Iowa have flooded their local papers with support for Michael. 
Check out these great letters to the editor, including several from current and former elected 
officials who are supporting Michael’s candidacy: 
 

● Concord Monitor Letter to the Editor by NH State Rep. Marjorie Smith: Why I Choose 
Bennet 

● Seacoast Online Letter to the Editor by NH State Rep. Michael Cahill: Consider Voting for 
Michael Bennet 

● Keene Sentinel Letter to the Editor by Family Farmer Bruce Fox: Bennet a Long Shot, but 
Also Our Best Shot 

● Concord Monitor Letter to the Editor by Former Concord School Board Chair David 
Ruedig: Bennet Understands the Importance of Education 

● Valley News Letter to the Editor by Democratic Activist Peter V. Spanos: To Put End to 
Trumpism, Vote for Michael Bennet  

● Cedar Rapids Gazette Letter to the Editor by Paul Thielman: Michael Bennet is Being 
Ignored by the Media 

 
Other top clips include: 

● Iowa Daily Gate City Op-Ed by Michael Bennet: Why I'm Running for President 
● WMUR: Sen. Michael Bennet Draws Electability Contrast With Warren, Sanders in Final Pitch 

TV Ad 
● WMUR: Bennet to Finish 50 Town Hall Commitment This Weekend 
● WMUR: Longtime Strategist James Carville to Campaign for Bennet Ahead of Primary 
● Watch Michael talk about workforce issues on Fortune 
● Watch Michael talk about education and inequality on ATTN: 
● Watch Michael on MSNBC with Chuck Todd 
● Watch Michael on MSNBC with Al Sharpton 
● Watch Michael on CNN with Ana Cabrera 

 
HOW YOU CAN HELP US KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING 

  
● Our campaign does not take contributions from corporate special interests. Please 

make a contribution here .  
 

● Knock doors in New Hampshire as part of our Get Out The Vote effort! Bennet for 
America supporters from around the country are traveling to join forces on the ground in 
New Hampshire for the final four days ahead of the New Hampshire primary to knock doors 
and share why we support Michael as our next president. Sign up to join us in New 
Hampshire on any of the following days: 

○ Saturday, February 8 
○ Sunday, February 9 
○ Monday, February 10 
○ Tuesday, February 11 

 
● Rally with James Carville and Michael Bennet 

Saturday, February 8th @ 3:30pm in Manchester, NH 
RSVP and learn more here! 
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● Join a nightly virtual phone bank from the comfort of your own couch. Sign up now to 

participate in a phone bank between now and the New Hampshire primary to share why you 
support Michael. We'll provide all the training you need, and you can do it from the comfort 
of your own home! 
 

Want to learn more?  Visit our Resources page for an archive of past email updates, the latest press  
clips, and more!  
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